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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
t o 12 ] | (NP-33-80-33) on 3/27/80 at 1119 hours, following a manually initiated reactor trip. I

fIt |1o|3| | the Auxiliary Feed Pump Turbine 1-2 Main Steam Isolation Valve MS-107 closed.

to |4 | | was reopened, but again at 1227 hours it closed for no apparent cause. It was reopenedL

1 At 1247 hours a low auxiliary feed pump suction pressure alarm occurred. MS-107 closell.o 5

10 is | | Auxiliary Feedwater Train 1-2 was declared inoperable at 1252 hours. The station |

lo 171 | entered the action statement of T.S. 3.7.1.2. There was no danger to the public or |

Io ts | | station personnel. The redundant Auxiliary Feedw7ter Train 1-1 was operating norma 11yl
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
[ i l o | | The cause of MS-107 shutting unexpectedly has not been positively identifed. A visual |

[ inspection was made of all electrical control circuitry pertaining to the shutting i
i

| function. The low suction pressure switch was checked for calibration. Additional i
i 7

f7TTl I checks did not reveal any abnormalities that would have caused the shutting problem. |

g | Further investigation of the valve and operator will be made during the refueling outage.
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-33-80-33

DATE OF EVENT: March 27, 1980

FACILITY: Davis-Besse Unit 1

IDEtTrIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE: Random Automatic Closures of Auxiliary Feed Pump Turbine
(AFPT) 1-2 Main Steam In Isolation Valve MS-107

Conditions Prior to Occurrence: The unit was in Mode 3, with Power (MWT) = 0, and
Load (Gross MWE) = 0.

Description of Occurrence: On March 27, 1980, at 1119 hours MS-107 (AFPT 1-2 Main Steam
In Isolation Valve) went shut. The Auxilia':y Feedwater System was being used to raise
steam generator level following a manually initiated reactor trip. Finding no apparent

reason for the closing, the operator reopened FS-107. At 1227 hours, the valve again
shut with no apparent cause. The operator again reopened MS-107. At 1247 hours, a
momentary Auxiliary Feed Pump (AFP) 1-2 low suction pressure alarm occurred. MS-107
immediately closed. At 1252 hours, Auxiliary Feedwater Train 1-2 was declared inopera-
ble. The station then entered Action Statement "a" of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2
which states that the inoperable Auxiliary Feedwater System must be restored to opera-
bility within 72 hours or the plant must be in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours.

MS-107 was then reopened but suffered two more random closures with no concurrent
alarma before steam generator level reached the desired value. The Auxiliary Feedwater
System was then placed in a shutdown condition.

Designation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence: The most logical explanation is an inter-
mittent open such as a loose connection (or faulty relay coil) in the PSL 4931X (low
suction pressure) circuitry. This is the only circuit in which an intermittent problem
could cause the positive relay action required to shut the valve. Particular attention
to this circuit was given during visual. inspection and connection tightening. It is

quite possible that the problem has been reduced by the troubleshooting efforts even
though no particular action can be pinpointed as the productive one. Subsequent test-

ing seems to becr this out.

Additionally, with two auxiliary feed pumps running and one auxiliary feed pump turbine
on manual speed control, it is possible that a momentary low pressure condition couldi

exist if one pump's speed was increased rapidly.

Analysis of Occurrence: There was no danger to the health and safety of the public or
'

to station personnel. The redundant auxiliary feedwater train was operating normally
and satisfactorily.
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Corrective Action: An initial visual inspection per Maintenance Work Order (MWO) 80-1931
of all electrical control circuitry pertaining to the shutting function of MS-107 re-
vealed no irregularities. The suction strainer for AFP 1-2 was disassembled and in-
spected, disclosing no significant amount of debris. Plant logs were reviewed to analyze
plant conditions and trends. A calibration of PSL 4931A&B (low suction pressure and
PSL 107A, B, C, and D (low steam pressure) pressure switches per the AFP Instrumenta-
tion 18 Month Calibration Test, ST 5071.03 was conducted. Operations department per-
sonnel performed the Auxiliary Feedwater Monthly Channel Function Test, ST 5071.04.
Plant conditions at the tine of the random closures were then resumed as well as possi-
bic. The valve operated correctly and did not go shut without proper signals. During

an opening sequence, however, >$-107 was thought to have torqued out. No action

statement was necessary since the plant was still in the action statement from March
27, 1980 at 1252 hours. Subsequent electrical inspections disclosed a slide link ter-
mination nut for Wire R1 (blue) in junction box EV01070 (MS-107 open indication) not
installed. The nut was properly replaced. This loose connection in the MS-107 indi-
cation circuit could have led the operators to believe MS-107 had torqued out when in
fact the valve was open.

Facility Change Request 80-074 has been prepared to add a half second time delay in
the close circuit of the auxiliary feed pump turbine steam inlet valves. Low auxili-

ary feed pump suction pressure will have to occur for over one half second for these
valves to then automatically close.

The maintenance deoartment assured all electrical connections were tight and replaced
relay PSL 4931X (low suction pressure), insuring the new relay had been tested satis-
factorily. MS-107 was then cycled four times with no abnormalities or irregularities
noted.

Additionally, the open torque switch setpoint was increased from 1.5 to 2.5 per MWO
80-1942. The #5 contact on the closing torque switch (parallel contact to the opening
torque switch) was also adjusted to insure it stays closed long enough for the valve
to move off its shut seat. MS-107 was then cycled twice, operating in a satisfactory
manner both times.

Auxiliary Feedwater Monthly Test, ST 5071.01 was conducted. This test checks the sys-
tem operability and valve lineups. Auxiliary Feedwater Train 1-2 operated consistently
and properly. MS-107 did not go shut at any time throughout subsequent testing. The
station was removed from the action statement of Technical Specification 3.7.1.2 at
1930 hours on March 29, 1980.

Additional inspections of the MSV-107 (Limitorque) valve operator and valve internals
are scheduled for the upcoming refueling outage.

Failure Data: There have been no previous reportable occurrences of MS-107 going
closed while the auxiliary feedwater system was operating.
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